Abstract: We investigate the expressive power of various extensions of rst-order, inductive, and in nitary logic with counting quanti ers. We consider in particular a LOGSPACE extension of rst-order logic, and a PTIME extension of xpoint logic with counters. Counting is a fundamental tool of algorithms. It is essential in the case of unordered structures. Our aim is to understand the expressive power gained with a limited counting ability. We consider two problems: (i) unnested counters, and (ii) counters with no free variables. We prove a hierarchy result based on the arity of the counters under the rst restriction. The proof is based on a game technique that is introduced in the paper. We also establish results on the asymptotic probabilities of sentences with counters under the second restriction. In particular, we show that rst-order logic with equality of the cardinalities of relations has a 0/1 law. 
Abstract: We investigate the expressive power of various extensions of rst-order, inductive, and in nitary logic with counting quanti ers. We consider in particular a LOGSPACE extension of rst-order logic, and a PTIME extension of xpoint logic with counters. Counting is a fundamental tool of algorithms. It is essential in the case of unordered structures. Our aim is to understand the expressive power gained with a limited counting ability. We consider two problems: (i) unnested counters, and (ii) counters with no free variables. We prove a hierarchy result based on the arity of the counters under the rst restriction. The proof is based on a game technique that is introduced in the paper. We also establish results on the asymptotic probabilities of sentences with counters under the second restriction. In particular, we show that rst-order logic with equality of the cardinalities of relations has a 0/1 law. Counting is a fundamental operation of numerous algorithms. Counters constitute also an essential primitive of query languages. In relational databases, practical query languages, such as SQL, provide counters as built-in functions of the languages. Counters map (database or de ned) relations to integers. They are of great importance from a practical point of view. Moreover, counters raise challenging theoretical problems. Logical languages generally lack the ability to express counting, though it is very easy to count on any computational device AV91]. Finite model theory o ers an elegant paradigm to study the expressive power of counting primitives. It emerged as an important research area Gur88, Fag93] . The steadily growing interest of logicians in nite structures was a consequence of the strengthened connections between logic and computer science. Researchers rapidly realized that rst-order logic (FO) was not tuned properly for this new challenge. In particular, FO lacks any form of recursion mechanism that reveals necessary to de ne usual properties of nite structures. For the last two decades, a considerable amount of work has been achieved, in the context of nite model theory, on logics whose expressive power surpasses FO's: Gurevich and Shelah GS85], among others, investigated and compared various xpoint extensions of rst-order logic, and Kolaitis and Vardi KV90b, KV92a] undertook a careful examination of in nitary languages. Most of the work on extended logics over nite structures was related to important problems of descriptive complexity.
The restriction to nite structures also enabled the design and development of speci c methods, among which 0/1 laws appear as central. This line of research was initiated by Fagin Fag76] and Glebski et al. GKLT69 ] who independently proved the following startling result: given any FO sentence ', if all structures of size n are considered equiprobable, then the limit, as n ! 1, of the probability that ' is satis ed by a random structure of size n, always exists and is equal to either 0 or 1. Languages enjoying such a property are said to have a 0/1 law. Fagin's proof is particularly interesting. He showed the existence of a countable structure, , called the random countable structure, which is the unique (up to isomorphism) model of an in nite set of axioms, the extension axioms, and such that there is a transfer property, that is for every rst-order sentence , the asymptotic probability of is 1 i j = . By now, the 0/1 law and the transfer property have been shown to hold for numerous extensions of rst-order logic without functions or constants: xpoint logics BGK85, KV87] , the in nitary logic with a nite number of variables L ! 1;! KV92b] and some prenex classes of existential second-order logic KV90a] .
Counting mechanisms have been the focus of a great interest in classical logic in the past. The idea of extending rst-order logic by means of generalized quanti ers dates back to the work of Mostowski Mos57] on cardinality quanti ers, which was an attempt to remedy the fact that key notions of modern mathematics, such as the notion of a nite set or the notion of an uncountable set, were not rst-order de nable over the class of all (either nite or in nite) structures. In Mostowski's stride, miscellaneous quanti ers, inspired by probabilistic or topological concepts, came to light. A decade later, Lindstr om Lin66] gave a very general de nition of a quanti er, allowing practically any class K of structures to be RR n 2330 used for de ning a new quanti er Q K that captures membership in that class. Since then, the study of languages with added quanti ers has been an important line of research of abstract model theory BF85] . Very recently, generalized quanti ers have been studied in the realm of nite structures KV92c, Hel92, DH94] .
Our aim in the present paper is to study the impact of restricted counting mechanisms on various logics, such as rst-order logic, xpoint logic, and in nitary logic with a nite number of variables. We focus on two-sorted logics, with a sort Domain unordered and a sort Integer with a linear order. Relations are de ned over the rst sort only. The counters map relations to integers (which are therefore never stored in the relations and only used as selection arguments). It is possible to check if the cardinality of a relation is equal (resp. less than or equal, greater than or equal) to a given integer, or to compare cardinalities of relations (with = or ). All these expressions de ne generalized quanti ers, some of them being well-known in the literature such as H artig's quanti ers Har65] and Rescher's quanti ers Res62] .
We rst consider an extension of rst-order logic with counters, FO+C. It is shown that it has a rather limited expressive power and can be evaluated in LOGSPACE data complexity. The extension of xpoint logic with counting, FO+IFP+C, enjoys rather nice properties. It can be restricted to unary counters (indeed, polyadic counters can be simulated with nested monadic counters and the xpoint operator). Moreover, every PTIME property on the values of the counters can be expressed in FO+IFP+C. This is due to the fact that FO+IFP characterizes PTIME on ordered inputs Var82, Imm86] . These two aspects di er strongly from the rst-order extension. This language has been studied by other authors, and shown to be particularly robust by Ott92]. Finally, we consider an extension of in nitary logic with a nite number of variables with counting, L ! 1! +C.
We rst consider the expressive power of the languages when restricted to unnested counters. We denote these restrictions by FO+C u , FO+IFP+C u , and L ! 1! +C u . We de ne extensions of Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games Fra54, Ehr61], which characterize the languages FO+C u , and L ! 1! +C u . These games di er from the game presented in IL90], since here the counters are polyadic and unnested, while in this previous game, the counters are monadic and nested. The game is used to prove a hierarchy result based on the arity of the counters. We prove that FO+C k u FO+C k+1 u , where FO+C k u is the sublogic of FO+C u restricted to counters of arity at most k. The same holds for FO+IFP+C k u , and L ! 1! +C k u .
We then turn to the asymptotic probabilities of yet another restriction of the counting logics, where free variables are disallowed in counting expressions. To our knowledge, the only results, on the asymptotic probabilities of extensions of rst-order logic with counting can be found in Kny90, GT92, FGT93] . It is proved in Kny90] that, for a rational r such that 0 r 1, if the asymptotic probability of a formula '(x) is di erent from r, sentences of the form: \there is at least a fraction r of the elements of the domain satisfying '(x)" have a 0/1 law. The restriction on r is crucial. Indeed, the sentence expressing that \there is at least one half of the elements of the domain satisfying P(x)", where P is some unary predicate, has asymptotic probability 1 2 .
INRIA
We establish a 0/1 law for FO with H artig quanti ers (equicardinality quanti ers) and a limit law for a fragment of FO with Rescher quanti ers (majority quanti ers). The proofs of these last two results combine standard combinatorial enumerations with more sophisticated techniques from complex analysis. We also prove that the 0/1 law fails for the extension of FO with H artig quanti ers if the above syntactic restriction is relaxed. We therefore get the best upper bound for the existence of a 0/1 law for FO with H artig quanti ers. The results carry over for xpoint logic and in nitary logic with a nite number of variables.
0/1 laws have been used in this context to get upper bounds on the expressive power of query languages. These results give a better understanding of the expressive power gained with counting primitives such as H artig's and Rescher's quanti ers.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce extensions of rstorder, xpoint, and in nitary logic with counters. Section 3 is devoted to the games characterizing the versions of the previous logics with unnested counters. The hierarchy result is proved in Section 4. The asymptotic probabilities are presented in Section 5. Finally, we mention some open problems in the last section.
Logics with Counters
In this section, we de ne languages extending rst-order logic, inductive logic and in nitary logic with nitely many variables with counters. An expression of the form count(x; '(x)) is interpreted as the integer giving the cardinality of the relation de ned by the formula '(x). These languages will be introduced in as general a setting as possible and we shall investigate a few of their structural properties. The present section will serve as a reference for the thorough examination (in terms of expressive power and asymptotic behavior) of the sublogics we shall deal with in Sections 3 through 5.
First-Order Logic with Counters
Let be a xed purely relational signature, i.e. a ( nite) sequence hR 1 ; : : :; R p i of relation symbols (excluding constant or function symbols). From now on, we shall refer to rst-order logic over as FO ]. For a xed integer k 1, we de ne the language FO+C k , extending FO with counters giving the cardinality of de nable relations of arity k.
Let B = hB; =; R B 1 ; : : :; R B p i be a -structure of nite domain B, such that jBj = n. Let B k = B t N k denote the two-sorted structure which is the union of B and N k , where N k = hn k + 1 f1g; 0; : : :; n k ; 1; =; i: The domain of N k is the union of the set of the rst n k + 1 natural numbers and 1. The relations = and have their standard meaning. The elements of B constitute the Domain sort, whereas the domain of N k constitutes the Integer sort.
Let Str <! ] denote the class of all -structures with a nite domain and Str k <! ] denote the class of two-sorted structures B k , for B ranging over Str <! ]. We call FO # ] the expansion of the rst-order language for Str k <! ] with an Integer constant symbol n for every n 2 ! (notice that FO # ] does not depend upon k). In the remainder of the paper, in order to get rid of mentioning the type of a variable when writing a formula, we shall always use the letters x; y; z; t; : : : for the variables of Domain sort, and the letters i; j; k; l; : : : for the variables of Integer sort.
The following de nitions of counting terms and FO+C k ]-formulas are mutually recursive.
De nition 2.1 Let '(x; y; {) be a formula of FO+C k ], such that x = hx 1 ; : : :; x`i is aǹ -tuple (` k) of Domain 8i(count (x; count(y; E 1 (x; y)) = i) = count (x; count(y; E 2 (x; y)) = i)):
So far, we have always worked with counters of bounded arity: we had xed an integer k 1. It is of course possible to consider counters of any arity.
De nition 2.3
The only di culty is to interpret the formulas of FO + C ] (possibly with free variables of Integer sort) uniformly in a structure of 
First-Order Logic with Primitive Recursive Counting
The expressive power of FO+C k is still very weak. We thus now enrich the arithmetic constructs over the sort Integer by means of all LOGSPACE-computable arithmetic functions of any arity and co-arity 1. That can be properly achieved thanks to the global functions introduced by Gurevich Gur83].
De nition 2.4 A global function F of arity k and co-arity`is a mapping assigning to every initial segment of the integers I = hf0; : : :; ng; 0; End I ; =; i a (local) arithmetic function F I : n k ! n`. Primitive recursive global functions are de ned as the closure, under the usual composition and primitive recursion schemata, of a small set of initial global functions including the global constant functions with respective values 0 and End I , i.e. jIj = n + 1, the global projection functions and the global successor functions, whose corresponding local functions are de ned only for tuples which are not greatest with respect to the lexicographic order.
The following result was proved by Gurevich. (FO + C k pr ):
We are now able to express usual queries involving counting, such as Even, which answers \yes" i the underlying structure is of even cardinality: Example 2.3 Even : 9i(count(x; x = x) = i + i).
We now give lower and upper bounds on the expressivity and complexity of FO+C pr . FO FO + C pr FO + C rec PTIME: Indeed, the algebra of recursive global functions has been proved by Gurevich to capture all the PTIME-computable ones Gur83].
Fixpoint Logic with Counters
We now explore the possibility to extend FO both with counters and an operator enabling to de ne new relations by monotone induction up to a xpoint. Fixpoint extensions of FO with counting have been investigated in GT92], but the following presentation owes much to Ott92].
In sharp contrast to the case of the family fFO + C k g 1 k<! , we shall no longer have to introduce polyadic counters: indeed, thanks to the xpoint operator and the possibility to use arbitrarily deep nestings of counters, counters of arity k will be de nable in terms of monadic ones 1 . As a consequence, formulas will be interpreted in structures of Str 1 <! .
First of all, we consider the following formation rule:
Let '(x; {; X) be a formula whose free variables of sort Domain include x = hx 1 ; : : :; x r i and whose free variables of sort Integer include { = hi 1 ; : : :; i s i. X is a (possibly mixed) relational variable (not belonging to ) of arity hr; si. Then the expression:
also is a formula. One has: Free( )=Free(')?fXg. The semantics of such a formula is similar to the one of formulas of FO+IFP. Let be a sort-preserving interpretation in B 1 2 Str 1 <! , of all the free variables of ' except for x, { and X. ' induces an operator F ' on the powerset of B r f0; : : :; ng s , P 7 ! f(a; m) 2 B r f0; : : :; ng s j (B 1 ; ) j = '(a; m; P)g:
The interpretation of : IFP x;{;X '(x; {; X)](x; {) in (B 1 ; ) is the least xpoint of the monotone operator that assigns G(P) = P F ' (P) to P. Thus
The de nition of the concept of (monadic) counting terms t = count(x; '(x; y; {)) now involves xpoint formulas and we get:
De nition 2.7 FO+IFP+C is the closure of FO # under the two schemata of De nition 2.2 and the following one: 1 We may nonetheless take the liberty to use polyadic counters to simplify the writing of formulas.
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If '(x; {; X) is a formula of FO+IFP+C, then so is IFP x;{;X '(x; {; X)](x; {).
Example 2.4 IL90, GO93] The method of stable colorings of graphs provides a PTIME graph-canonization algorithm for almost all graphs. It is not di cult to show that the stable coloring of a graph is de nable in FO+IFP+C (for details, we refer to IL90, CFI89]).
Remark: FO+IFP+C already appeared in the literature ( CFI89, IL90, Ott92, GO93]: the above presentation is taken from Ott92] and GO93]). As already stressed at the beginning of the section, counters of arity 2 would not increase the expressive power of FO+IFP+C; for a concise justi cation of this fact, the reader is referred to GO93], where the extension of Datalog with counting is also considered 2 . In Sections 3 through 5, we shall sometimes focus on restrictions of FO+IFP+C (unnested counters, restrictions on free variables within the scope of a counter) which will ruin this speci c feature of FO+IFP+C.
Gr adel and Otto Ott92, GO93] have carried out an in-depth investigation of the expressive power of FO+IFP+C and shown its robustness with respect to alternative de nitions of xpoint logic with counting and to complexity theory. In particular, they observe that the above de nition of FO+IFP+C is equivalent to the one enriching FO+IFP with all counting quanti ers 9 m x (m 1) meaning \there exist at least m distinct x's such that: : :" It is obvious that FO+IFP+C can only express PTIME-computable properties: indeed, in the presence of a binary predicate always interpreted as a linear order on the structures (which is the situation for the sort Integer), a property is de nable in FO+IFP if and only if is computable in polynomial time on a deterministic Turing machine Imm86, Var82] . It had been conjectured by Immerman Imm86] that FO+IFP+C would capture all PTIMEcomputable properties of graphs. Unfortunately, as proven by Cai, F urer and Immerman in CFI89], this conjecture fails dramatically, since there is a LOGSPACE-computable property of graphs that is not de nable in FO+IFP+C. Nonetheless, it is obviously more powerful a language than FO+IFP. We thus naturally get: Proposition 2.3 FO+IFP FO+IFP+C PTIME. 
In nitary logic with counters
In the sequel, we shall sometimes be concerned with in nite formulas with a nite number of distinct variables. From a computer science point of view, such languages lack an e ective syntax. Nonetheless, they constitute an e cient means to analyze recursive extensions of FO and their relation to rst-order logic on certain classes of structures, as proved for instance by Kolaitis and Vardi KV92a] Remarks: (i) It is worth noticing that in nite strings of quanti ers are not allowed.
(ii) The semantics of in nite formulas is straightforwardly inspired from the semantics of rst-order formulas: for example, V simply means the conjunction of all formulas in . (iii) As far as nite structures are concerned L 1! obviously is much too powerful a language, since every class of nite structure is de nable by a formula of L 1! . That is why it is necessary to constrain the formulas of L 1! so as to keep its expressivity within more reasonable limits.
De nition 2.9 The formulas of L k 1! are the formulas of L 1! with at most k distinct variables (either free or bound). The formulas of L ! 1! are the formulas of L 1! with a nite number of distinct variables (either free or bound):
Example 2.5 KV92b] Connectivity of nite graphs is expressible in L 3 1! : there is an FO formula p n (x; y) using at most three variables x, y and z asserting that there is a path of length n from x to y. Let G be the edge relation, we have: p 1 (x; y) G(x; y); and p n+1 (x; y) p n (x; y) _ 9z G(x; z)^9x(x = z^p n (x; y))]:
So we have:
Remark : L ! 1! is strictly more powerful than FO+IFP, since it can express non-recursive classes of structures. Just consider the formula:
where P is a non-recursive set of integers.
We now turn to in nitary logic with counting. Instead of adding to the formation rules of L ! 1! the formation rule for the counting terms, we adopt an equivalent de nition, which facilitates the statements of interesting propositions. In fact, the proof (sketched in GO93]) of Proposition 2.4 below gives a canonical way of unwinding every sentence of FO+IFP+C (thus containing counting terms) into an in nite formula with counting quanti ers and a nite number of variables.
De nition 2.10 We call in nitary logic with counting and k variables (and we write L k 1! + C) the language obtained by extending L k 1! with the set of counting quanti ers 9 m for all m 2 !.
We call in nitary logic with counting (and we write L ! 1! + C) the language obtained by extending L ! 1! with the set of counting quanti ers 9 m for all m 2 !:
Obviously, FO+IFP+C L ! 1! +C (a strict containment, since all properties expressible in FO+IFP+C are recursive). Gr adel and Otto GO93] gave an elegant characterization of the formulas of L ! 1! + C which are equivalent to a formula of FO+IFP+C. Proposition 2.4 GO93] FO+IFP+C is equivalent to the sublanguage of L ! 1! + C consisting of all formulas of the form:
for sequences (' n ) n2! in some L k !! + C (i.e. FO+f9 m g m2! with at most k distinct variables) such that the mapping n 7 ! ' n is PTIME constructible.
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The main interest of this result is that it is in sharp contrast to the case of FO+IFP itself: indeed, the language consisting of all formulas W n2! (9 m x(x = x)^:9 m+1 x(x = x)^' n ), for PTIME constructible families (' n ) n2! in some L k !! (i.e. FO with at most k variables) is strictly more powerful than FO+IFP GO93].
Games for logics with counters
This section is devoted to a combinatorial characterization, in terms of two-player games with perfect information, of the elementary equivalence with respect to some sublanguages of FO+C pr and L ! 1! +C. Games have long revealed a key tool in the investigation of expressiveness of various languages either on nite or in nite structures. Games have been introduced to characterize elementary equivalence with respect to rst-order logic Ehr61, Fra54] , innitary logic with nitely many variables Bar77], and extensions of the latters by means of generalized quanti ers IL90, KV92c]. Our games are very much inspired from the games introduced in IL90, CFI89].
First-Order Counting Games
In this and the following sections, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of the counting languages with no nesting of counters. Before we give precise de nitions, we introduce a notion that is a mere generalization of the classical concept of quanti er-depth. It will play a key role in the main result of this section. The following two de nitions are mutually recursive. De nition 3.2 Let ' be a formula of FO+C. The quanti er depth d(') of ' is de ned by induction on the structure of ':
and C 2 are primitive recursive counting expressions.
De nition 3.3 Let FO+C k u denote the sublogic of FO+C k pr obtained by restricting the formulas to the ones with no nesting of counters, FO+C k u;`t he sublogic of FO+C k u obtained by restriction to the formulas with at most`distinct variables (either free or bound) of sort Domain, and FO+C k u;`;r the sublogic of FO+C k u;`o btained by restriction to the formulas of quanti er depth less than or equal to r.
Although the constraints we impose on the formulas of FO+C k u weaken its expressive power, there are numerous properties of graphs that are de nable in the sublogics of FO+C k u , as shown by the next example. Euler(G) : 8x9i count(y; G(x; y)) = 2i:
We now de ne an equivalence relation, associated to the formulas of FO+C k u;`, over the class of nite relational structures.
De nition 3.4 Let A and B be two nite -structures. If both structures satisfy exactly the same sentences of FO+C k u;`;r , they are said to be (k;`; r)-equivalent and we write A k ;r B.
If both structures satisfy exactly the same sentences of FO+C k u;`, they are said to be (k;`)-equivalent and we write A k B.
The game we present now will precisely characterize the above notion of equivalence.
De nition 3.5 We de ne the game C k ;r (also referred to as the game C k of length r, i.e. with r moves) on structures A and B. There are two players, I and II, and for each variable x i , i = 1; : : :;`, a pair of x i -pebbles. We distinguish between two kinds of moves: the classical moves, identical to the ones occurring in an Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e game for rst-order logic Player II has a winning strategy for the C 1; `;r game between A and B. It is obvious that a counting move of C k ;r merely generalizes the moves of C k; `;r . The main di erence between our game and theirs is that we have unnested polyadic counters while they have nested monadic counting quanti ers.
We now are in a position to generalize the well-known result of Ehrenfeucht and Fra ss e to these new games. A k B; Player II has a winning strategy for the C k game between A and B.
The proof relies in part upon the following lemma, stating that the distinguishability of two structures by a formula of FO+C k u;`a mounts to the distinguishability by a formula containing only one component of the form \there exist exactly i k 0 -tuples satisfying a certain property", which accounts for the presence of a single counting move in the games we are dealing with. De nition 3.6 Let L1 ! +C k u be the sublanguage of L1 ! +C consisting of the formulas with unnested counters of arity k.
De nition 3.7 Let A and B be two structures over the same signature. If A and B satisfy exactly the same sentences of L1 ! +C k u , we say that they are (k;`; !)-equivalent, and we write A k ;! B. The only di erence between C k ;! and C k is that, in the case of C k , the strategy of player II can a priori depend upon the planned number of moves of the game. However, because of the niteness of the structures, II has a winning strategy for C k ;! i he has a winning for C k ;r , for each r < ! (similar remarks have been made in IL90, KV92b] We omit the proof, which would go along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.2.
An arity-based hierarchy
We now turn to the study of the impact of the arity of the counters on the expressive power of the logics in the family fFO+C k u g k2! , (formulas with unnested counters). We show that the latter family constitute a strict hierarchy, i.e. the expressiveness is strictly monotone with respect to the arity of the counters. Our result has a avor quite similar to the work of Dublish and Maheshwari DM89] who proved a strict hierarchy theorem for xpoint logics restricted to formulas with only one occurrence of the IFP operator.
Theorem 4.1 For every k 2 !, one has the following proper inclusion:
where the underlying signature is binary (it does not depend upon k).
Remark : The hierarchy of Theorem 4.1 obviously collapses when the signature is restricted to unary relations.
In order to separate FO+C k u ] from FO+C k+1 u ], we adopt the following strategy: for every`, we construct two structures A k and B k such that A k k B k but A k j = and B k j = : , where 2 FO+C k+1 u;p , with p a constant not depending on`.
As the main argument of the proof of Theorem 4.1 involves heavy combinatorial constructions, we attempt at making it clearer by splitting it into two parts: (i) in a rst step, we deal with the case k = 2 and then (ii) we generalize the method to any k. In the case k = 2, we shall directly construct A 2 and B 2 as directed graphs, whereas, in the general case, A k and B k will at rst appear as k-hypergraphs, before they are encoded as binary structures.
We rst outline the construction in the case k = 2 with = fGg where G is a binary relation symbol. We show that there is a sentence in The graph A 2 looks like a butter y (see Figure 1) , with two wings (W 1 , W 2 ) symmetric with respect to a central vertex denoted . Let us describe the wing W 1 : we rst construct a rooted dag (directed acyclic graph) of depth 4 and maximum width`2`+ 1 . The root is . We distinguish di erent types of vertices depending in particular from their distance from and their degree. There are: 2`vertices of type at distance 1 from ;`2`+ 1 vertices of type (divided into`2`? 1 vertices of each of the types I , II , III , and IV ) at distance 2 from ; 2`vertices of type at distance 3 from . And nally, one vertex at distance 4 from .
There For every pair of vertices (x; y) at distance at least 2 from each other, there are many (at least 2`? 2 ) (undirected) paths from x to y. The graph is path-preserving, that is erasing an edge ha; bi does not a ect the existence of a path from x to y, for every pair hx; yi such that x 6 = a or y 6 = b. This condition will be very helpful in the sequel. The rooted dag is now expanded by generating`distinct copies of each vertex of type . This expansion is carried out as follows:
For every j 2 fI; II; III; IV g, each vertex z 2 j is replaced with`vertices z 1 ; : : :; zò f the same type. There is an edge hx; z i i (respectively hz i ; yi) i there was an edge hx; zi (respectively hz; yi). count(hx; y; zi; G( ; x)^G(x; y)^G(y; z)^G(z; )) = count(hx; y; zi; G( ; x)^G(x; y)^G(y; z)^G(z; 0 )):
A 2 satis es while B 2 does not. Indeed, there exists an integer i such that: A 2 j = count(hx; y; zi; G( ; x)^G(x; y)^G(y; z)^G(z; )) = i; B 2 j = count(hx; y; zi; G( ; x)^G(x; y)^G(y; z)^G(z; )) 6 = i: The value of the counter in A 2 is i =`2`+ 1 (2`? 2 ? 1) 2 , whereas in B 2 , it is (i ? 4).
We now prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 Player II has a winning strategy for the game C 2 on A 2 and B 2 , for everỳ 2 !. Proof : We prove that whatever the strategy of Player I is, Player II can keep the two substructures A 2 =fa 1 ; :::; a`g and B 2 =fb 1 ; :::; b`g isomorphic, where a 1 ; :::; a`(b 1 ; :::; b`) are the`-con gurations on A 2 (B 2 ) (i.e. the positions of the pebbles). First of all, it is clear that if Player I does not trigger a counting move, Player II has a winning strategy consisting in \playing the identity". This follows from the fact that the degrees of the nodes are exponential in`. We prove the result by induction on the number of classical moves preceding the counting move.
Basis : Assume that Player I starts the game by triggering a counting move, and selects a set of nodes (or a set of pairs of nodes) in one of the two graphs. Player II has to answer by a set of nodes (or a set of pairs of nodes) of the same cardinality in the other graph.
The only property of a vertex expressible in rst-order logic with`variables is its distance from the vertices and . For an arbitrary pair of vertices a and b in the graphs, we can check the following properties: (i) existence of an edge from a to b (or b to a); (ii) existence of an undirected path of length n between a and b. Note that in the case there is such an undirected path, there are plenty of them. Moreover, as soon as two nodes are of types at distance 3 n = 0, or n 2, then there are many paths of length at least Maxf2; ng. For types at distance 1, there are many undirected paths of length at least 3. It follows that the only interesting properties concern the types of the nodes and the existence of an edge between them.
The following strategy constitutes a winning strategy for Player II. After Player I's choice of a set, S I , of nodes (or pairs of nodes), Player II chooses a set S II of nodes (resp. pairs of nodes) such that S II contains the same quantity of nodes (resp. pairs of nodes) of each type , , , , (resp. each type of pair of nodes, among f ; ; ; g 2 ) as S I , with the same number of edges between the nodes. The properties of the graphs ensure precisely that this can always be achieved for tuples with at most two arguments. The rest of the winning strategy goes as without counting move.
Induction : Assume that if Player I triggers a counting move after at most n classical moves, then Player II has a winning strategy. We prove that Player II has a winning strategy if Player I triggers a counting move after exactly (n + 1) classical moves.
If Player I puts a pebble on an (n + 1) th node a on one of the two structures, such that its image on the other structure is of the same type, then Player II plays the identity (i.e. the vertex which has the same label in the other structure), otherwise, Player II plays as if Player I had played a free copy a 0 of a such that a 0 's image on the other structure is of the same type as a 0 . Since the last two nodes pebbled on the two structures before triggering a counting move have exactly the same edges to all other vertices, the winning strategy of Player II in the case where Player I triggers a counting move after at most n classical moves (induction hypothesis) still constitutes a winning strategy for Player II in the case where Player I triggers a counting move after (n + 1) classical moves.
2
We now turn to a generalization of the above method in order to construct structures separating rst-order logic with (k + 1)-ary counters, FO+C k+1 u , from rst-order logic with k-ary counters, FO+C k u . Instead of graphs, we rst consider relations of arity k, i.e. khypergraphs. We then prove that the k-hypergraphs can be easily encoded in a xed signature containing two binary relations. This seemingly awkward construction based on hypergraphs instead of (binary) graphs, gives more intuition about the undistinguishability of the two structures with counters of arity up to k. Let = fRg where R is a k-ary relation. We show that there is a sentence in FO+C k+1 u with (k + 1) variables such that for every`there exist two k-ary relations A k and B k such that A k k B k and A k j = and B k j = : . The two k-ary relations are almost identical and they are in the spirit of the graphs of the case k = 2, that is they have a butter y shape with two symmetric wings. B k is obtained from A k by replacing two hyperedges.
The construction of the hypergraphs A k and B k is very similar to the construction of the graphs A 2 and B 2 . We rst construct a (binary) graph, and then de ne the hypergraphs based on this initial binary graph.
We rst construct a graph W as the union of the wings W 1 and W 2 introduced above. The above construction of W k 1 and W k 2 ensures that every proper segment of a hyperedge is a proper segment of many other hyperedges. This is the fundamental property used in Lemma 4.3; it guarantees that the two wings have the same counting properties for counters of arity less than or equal to k. Now, let be a renaming of the constants of W k 1 , mapping to itself and such that the range of is disjoint from the domain of both W k 1 and W k 2 except for . We nally de ne Once again, the di erence between the values on A k and B k of the above counter is 4.
INRIA Lemma 4.3 Player II has a winning strategy for the game C k on A k and B k , for everỳ 2 !. Proof : We show how the winning strategy of Player II on the graphs A 2 and B 2 can be extended to a winning strategy on the hypergraphs A k and B k . The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 4.2. It is clear that if Player I doesn't trigger a counting move, the strategy, consisting for Player II, to play the identity, is a winning strategy for the game C k .
We establish the proof by induction on the number of classical moves preceding the counting move as before. It is easy to see that the induction is done exactly as for Lemma 4.2. We only have to verify the basis of the induction. This is done also in a very similar way. For a k-tuple, the only rst-order expressible properties concern the types of the nodes and the existence of an edge between them. This follows from the construction of A k and B k . The proof then carries over as in Lemma 4.2. ; (c 4 )) in (W). The second binary relation, T, su ces to store the four hyperedges removed to de ne each graph. Let E 2 (respectively D 2 ) be the -structure de ned with S and T as above. It is easy to see that the structure E 2 (respectively D 2 ) is rst-order reducible (and reciprocally) to A k (resp. B k ). Therefore, they satisfy both the same sentences of FO + C k u ]. Corollary 4.5 There is a binary signature such that for every k 2 !,
Proof : The proof is made on the same structures as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. It is easy to see that the winning strategy of Player II can be maintained in the same manner for an unbounded number of moves. 2
Asymptotic probabilities
We study properties of the counting languages under stronger restrictions than in the previous section. The restrictions now are: (i) there is no free occurrence of a variable within the scope of a counting term, and (ii) no integer variables are allowed in the intermediate relations 5 . We see that under these restrictions, the counting extensions of FO, FO+IFP and L ! 1! , respectively denoted by FO+C = , FO+IFP+C = and L ! 1! +C = , all admit a 0/1 law. We then introduce several extensions of FO+C = , respectively called FO+C , FO+C + and FO+C , with restricted arithmetics on the side. While in FO+C = one can only test the equality of the cardinalities of de nable relations, FO+C extends FO+C = by allowing the counting expressions to be compared modulo the usual order on the integers, and FO+C + and FO+C respectively extend FO+C with the addition and both the addition and the multiplication .
We present a series of results and conjectures on the asymptotic probabilistic behavior of those languages. As a by-product of our results, we obtain a strict hierarchy of counting languages with respect to the expressive power. To our knowledge, the only results on the asymptotic probabilities of extensions of rst-order logic with counters can be found in Kny90, GT92, FGT93] . In Kny90], it is proved that, for a rational r such that 0 r 1, if the asymptotic probability of a formula '(x) is di erent from r, sentences of the form: \there is at least a fraction r of the elements of the domain satisfying '(x)" have a 0/1 law. The restriction on r is crucial: otherwise, the sentence expressing that \there is at least one half of the elements of the domain satisfying P(x)", where P is some unary predicate of the signature, would be almost surely true or almost surely false, which is trivially false. Unfortunately, because of the restriction on r, Knyazev's result and its proof technique (by induction on the structural complexity of the sentences) are of no use to us. The asymptotic probability (') of ' is the limit, if it exists, of n ('), as n ! 1. A property is almost surely (a.s.) true (resp. almost surely false) if its asymptotic probability is 1 (resp. 0). If the asymptotic probability is de ned for every sentence of L ], L ] is said to have a limit law. If, in addition, the asymptotic probability is either 0 or 1, L ] is said to have a (labeled) 0/1 law.
First-order logic without constant or function symbols (FO) was the rst logic to be proved to enjoy a 0/1 law GKLT69, Fag76] . Moreover, Fagin considered the (in nite) set of all extension axioms, which constitute an !-categorical and complete theory , whose unique countable model, the random countable structure, denoted by , satis es: a sentence ' 2 FO has asymptotic probability 1 i it is true in (i it is a theorem of ). This property, called the Transfer Property for FO, was later proved to carry over to other logics.
We next de ne formally, the languages FO+C = , FO+IFP+C = , and L ! 1! +C = .
De We rst show that FO+C = has a 0/1 law. In sharp contrast with other 0/1 laws, our proof will not establish the Transfer Property for FO+C = . Indeed, for immediate reasons, there is no such result for sentences of FO+C = . Moreover, Theorem 5.2 is not a consequence of the 0/1 law for Knyazev's language. Yet, a 0/1 law for sentences of the form count(x; '(x)) = count(x; (x)) would derive from a 0/1 law for all expressions of the form: \there is exactly a fraction r of the elements of the domain satisfying '(x)", where r is any rational such that 0 r 1.
We rst show how to reduce our problem to the study of the asymptotic behavior of a term A n expressing a probability in a simpli ed world. This reduction relies on fundamental properties of the equivalence classes of k-tuples of elements of the countable random structure (two tuples are equivalent if there is an automorphism mapping one to the other). Let be a xed relational signature and '(x) and (x) be two formulas (with x as their k-tuple of free variables) built over . Each equivalence class of k-tuples over the domain of the random countable structure over is determined by a complete open description with k variables. Each FO formula with k free variables corresponds almost surely to a disjoint union of such equivalence classes. So asking whether, asymptotically, count(x; '(x)) = count(x; (x)), amounts to comparing the respective cardinalities of two di erent unions of equivalence classes. The next fundamental proposition follows from results in Fag76, Gra83] . In particular, it states that FO-formulas enjoy quanti er-elimination in the random countable structure. We can now state the main result which shows that every sentence of FO+C = is almost surely true or almost surely false. almost sure truth or falsity is preserved by boolean constructs). We can therefore restrict ourselves to considering sentences of the form (i) count(x; '(x)) = count(y; (y)), or (ii) count(x; '(x)) = i, where i is an integer. The asymptotic probability of sentences of the second form is obviously 0. Moreover, without loss of generality, we may further restrict to atomic sentences of the form: count(x; '(x)) = count(x; (x)), with counters of the same arity. Indeed, assume that x = hx 1 ; : : :; x r i and y = hy 1 ; : : :; y s i with r < s. One randomly distributes n balls into`equiprobable urns. For each pair h`1;`2i
of integers such that`1 +`2 `, let A n denote the probability that the number of balls in the rst`1 urns be equal to the number of balls in the next`2 ones. An easy computation yields:
A n = 1 n n X p=0 p even n p p p=2 (`1`2) p=2 (`?`1 ?`2) n?p : It is immediate that if the limit of A n , as n ! 1, exists and is equal to either 0 or 1, then FO+C = has a labeled 0/1 law. It is shown in FGT93], using classical methods from complex analysis, involving the Laplace method for computing integrals and the saddle-point method, that, as n ! 1, A n ! 0 or 1 at exponential speed, except when`1 =`2, in which case the speed of convergence is O 1 p n . 2
The 0/1 law of FO+C = has the immediate consequence that Even, the query giving the parity of the cardinality, is not de nable in the language. It shows the importance of 0/1 laws in this context since this result cannot be proved using the C k games de ned in the previous section. Indeed, two structures with di erent cardinalities can be distinguished by a sentence of quanti er depth 1. For a xed signature, the decision problem for the probabilities of FO+C = is PSPACE complete. This follows from Grandjean's result Gra83].
Moreover, it has been shown in FGT93] , that the assumption of De nition 5.1 that counting expressions have no free variable is necessary to get a 0/1 law. Indeed, there is a sentence in FO+C whose probability n ( ) does not have a limit.
Theorem 5.2, admits the following generalization:
Theorem 5.3 The language L ! 1! +C = admits a 0/1 law. Proof : We prove that for each k, L k 1! +C = admits a 0/1 law. It has been shown in KV92b] , that each L k 1! ] formula with`free variables, '(x), is asymptotically equivalent to a union of equivalence classes of`-tuples, i.e. there exist classes C 1 ; : : :; C p such that:
where k is the nite set of extension axioms with at most k variables over signature . k has a nite model. Let j = f denote validity in nite structures. It follows that:
Therefore atomic sentences of the form count(x; '(x)) = t, where t is some Integer term, and '(x) is a formula in L k 1! ], have asymptotic probability 0 or 1. Let be any sentence in L k 1! +C = . Then,
where 0 is obtained from by replacing each expression count(x; '(x)) by the corresponding count(x; W 1 i p Ci (x)) such that:
0 is an in nitary sentence containing a nite number of distinct atomic sentences of the form:
count(x; '(x)) = t: Therefore, since these atomic sentences have asymptotic probability 0 or 1, 0 has asymptotic probability 0 or 1, and so does . 2
It follows from the previous theorem that FO+IFP+C = admits a 0/1 law. Note that the computational complexity of the decision problem for the value of the asymptotic probability of a sentence in FO+IFP+C = is the same as for FO+IFP, that is EXPTIME complete BGK85, KV87]. On the other hand, L ! 1! +C = does not admit an e ective syntax, and the complexity of the decision problem is meaningless KV92b].
The power of arithmetic constructs
In this section, we consider extensions of the previous languages with limited arithmetic constructs. We rst de ne formally these extensions. We rst consider the language FO+C which extends FO+C = by allowing counting expressions to be compared modulo the usual order on the integers. It is clear that FO+C does not enjoy a 0/1 law. If R is a monadic relation, the following sentence has probability Proof : We rst prove the result for atomic sentences. It is su cient to consider atomic sentences of the form: : count(x; '(x)) count(x; (x)): We prove that the asymptotic probability of equals 0, 1 2 or 1. There are exactly two equivalence classes of elements of ! induced by the automorphisms of (R), namely fx j R(x; : : :; x)g and fx j :R(x; : : :; x)g. The interpretations of '(x) and (x) on (R) are either the empty set or unions of the equivalence classes determined by R(x; : : :; x) and :R(x; : : :; x). Thus one of the following sentence 8x('(x) , >), 8x('(x) , ?), 8x('(x) , R(x; : : :; x)) and 8x('(x) , :R(x; : : :; x)) is almost surely true (and the others are almost surely false), and the same holds for (x). Let count(x; R(x; : : :; x)) count(x; :R(x; : : :; x)): It is easy to verify that the asymptotic probability of is 0 or 1 unless (R) j = 8x('(x) , R(x; : : :; x)) and (R) j = 8x( (x) , :R(x; : : :; x)) (or reciprocally). The asymptotic behavior of is then identical to the asymptotic behavior of . Let n ( ) denote the probability that be true on a random structure of domain n = f0; : : :; n ? 1g. A given structure B on n satis es i the complement structure B does not (x 2 B i x 6 2 B), unless both B and B satisfy = . It follows from Theorem 5.2, that this last case has asymptotic probability 0. It can also be Proposition 5.5 The asymptotic probability of every sentence ' in FO+C 1 + R] without Integer variable exists and is equal to 0, 1 2 or 1.
Proof : Consider a sentence of FO+C 1
+ R] with no integer variable. In this fragment, one can merely express boolean combinations of equations or inequations of the form: where is either = or , and and are nite sets of formulas in FO R] with a unique free variable. As already mentioned, the '(x)'s and the (x)'s are asymptotically equivalent to x = x, x 6 = x, R(x; : : :; x), or :R(x; : : :; x). So every atomic formula is asymptotically equivalent to a formula of the form:
count(x; R(x; :::; x)) r count(x; x = x); where r is a rational between 0 and 1. If is =, the asymptotic probability is 0. Assume indeed that r = p q . For n = qk + s, where 0 < s < q and k 2 N, n ( = ) uniformly equals 0.
For n = qk, n ( = ) is given by a straightforward enumeration: If is and r 6 = 1=2 then it follows from Knyazev's result that the asymptotic probability is 0 or 1. Now, if r = 1=2, it follows from Theorem 5.4, that the asymptotic probability is 1/2. 2
If we turn to FO+C , the expressive power still increases (otherwise, would be denable from + in rst-order logic). It is indeed possible, as soon as the multiplication is available, to express that the cardinality of a relation is a perfect square or a prime number. As for their asymptotic behavior, it is clear that, in FO+C , we lose any reasonable form of regularity.
If we consider the restrictions of FO+IFP+C and L ! 1! +C de ned as above for FO+C, the results presented in this section carry over if FO+C is replaced by FO+IFP+C or L ! 1! +C. In fact, the asymptotic behavior is preserved whenever one adds a construct enabling to de ne new relations over the Domain sort, such that FO with this construct enjoys the transfer property.
The results are of interest by themselves. Depending on the arithmetic allowed on the counters, the asymptotic behavior of the sentences varies dramatically. The results can be compared with Lynch's theorems Lyn80] on the asymptotic probabilities of sentences on the class of structures with a modular successor and a modular addition. In particular, FO sentences on the class of structures with a modular successor relation have a 0/1 law. FO sentences on the class of structures with a successor relation have a limit law. FO sentences on the class of structures with a successor relation and a modular addition have a periodic law. In contrast with ours, Lynch's results are obtained by developing speci c game-theoretic techniques.
Conclusion
We focused in this work on extensions of rst-order, inductive and in nitary logic in presence of counting mechanisms. We proved various results on the expressive power of rather restricted counting primitives in these languages. The proofs requires two kinds of tools: extensions of Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games to counters, and combinatorial techniques linked with classical analytical methods. There are important problems that we have been unable to solve yet, and seem to be of some di culty. We present and discuss some conjectures and open problems below.
We proved that the languages FO + C k u de ne a strict hierarchy. It is very likely that, without global functions, the expressive power of FO with counters strictly increases with the arity of the counters, even in the case of nested counters. The reason for that is that it is impossible to sum up integers in the absence of recursion mechanisms. Indeed, summing up a set of integers is a global phenomenon, whereas FO can only express local properties Gai81].
We suggest that techniques similar to the ones used for establishing the 0/1 law for FO+C = yield a \convergence law" for FO+C , although the new term to be studied does not lend itself easily to a transformation into polynomials of Le Gendre. We conjecture that:
FO+C has a limit law, and the limits are rational numbers. Trivially, for a given signature , if there is a limit law, the set of possible asymptotic probabilities of sentences of FO+C ] remains nite. The proof of the niteness of the set of possible asymptotic probabilities is straightforward. Indeed, let l be the number of equivalence classes of k-tuples of elements of the domain of the random countable structure over a given signature. That number being xed, we get a nite number of limits, given by the pairs of integers (l 1 ; l 2 ) satisfying l 1 + l 2 l.
Although we did not come up with a de nite proof for FO+C + , we most naturally think that it enjoys a \periodic law". We conjecture that:
INRIA FO+C + has a periodic law, and the limits are rational numbers. Or, in other words, for every formula ' in FO+C + , there exists an integer a such that for each b, b < a, lim n!1 b+an (') exists.
